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GM Booklet

WelcoMe to the eBurnean toWer
For centuries, the Eburnean Tower has stood as a center of sorcerous learning.  Eburnean magi 

served as advisors to each of the Five Crowns, travelled to and from the corners of the known 
world, and confronted numerous threats to humankind.  Needless to say, there are countless 
folk legends about the greatest among the Eburnean magi, and “Eburnean” is synonymous with 
learning, tradition, and power.

In truth, this indomitable institution stands on a foundation of discipline, tradition, and 
treachery.  Everything, from the free apprenticeship bestowed to promising students, to the 
counsel provided to local princes (and the wars said counsel incites), to the acceptance of only 
one new member magus each year, is designed to make the Tower magi a robust and lasting 
institution of temporal and supernatural power.  Testament to this goal is Oberon, King of the 
Faerie Court, bound by arcane shackles in the Eburnean dungeon, his life-force powering the 
Tower’s enchantments.  But all this is about to be threatened.

One of the Tower’s own magi is scheming to steal the greatest of the Tower’s treasures and 
its network of allies.  Another has, in a fit of jealous rage, destroyed the wards protecting the 
Tower from outside incursion.  Not one but two of Oberon’s minions have invaded the Tower 
to free him, and the loyalties of many of the magi have suddenly been thrown into question.  And 
at the center of all this chaos are two Tower initiates, competing to win this year’s single magus 
seat.  Will they fight until all is ash?  Will the Tower fall or reassert its incredible power?  Will 
Oberon be loosed upon the world or will the Tower’s shackles hold true?

The Vicious Crucible of
the Eburnean Tower
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runninG eBurnean toWer
This is the GM’s booklet for The Vicious Crucible of the Eburnean Tower, a compact, stand-

alone roleplaying game.

Materials
To play this game, you’ll also need Eburnean’s character sheets and rulesheets, which can be 

found at http://viciouscrucible.joshroby.com.  The Basics and Sorcery rulesheets are required for 
this Vicious Crucible; the others are all optional.  Lastly, you’ll need polyhedral dice: at least six 
d4s, six d6s, and six d8s, although more makes things easier.

tiMe
The Vicious Crucible of the Eburnean Tower usually takes about three sessions to complete, 

each one running about four hours.  This gives you time to get into character and ferret out all 
the nooks and crannies involved.

You can smash-cut your way through the whole scenario in a single session—such as at a 
convention—and this can be fun, too.  It’s just a different kind of fun, like reading about the 
setting lore of your favorite video game on a wiki, compared with playing through all that 
content yourself.

You can play out Eburnean Tower a number of times, and the adventure will pan out a different 
way each time. You’ll see different changes in the characters and the story as a whole as you 
struggle through the vicious crucible.

Players
The Vicious Crucible of the Eburnean Tower accommodates three to six player characters.  If 

you have fewer than six, play with one of the following setups:

“United” Front (5): Beulah, Carles, Ghida, Elisabet, Isembard
La toUr aboLie (4): Ghida, Isembard, Elisabet, Robin
dark Pacts (3): Elisabet, Carles, Robin
dark secrets (3): Isembard, Beulah, Robin
VicioUs schooL oF WitchcraFt & Wizardry (3): Carles, Beulah, Ghida

If some players are bringing characters in from other Vicious Crucibles, use one of the above 
sets to give the remaining players Verdigris characters.

Any of the six main characters not selected as a player character becomes a NPC.

More Vicious cruciBles
Find more Vicious Crucibles at viciouscrucible.joshroby.com!
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oPeninG scenes
Kick the game off with the following scenes.  Use these only to get the action going; play 

through them until the player characters’ initial intentions are clear, and then cut away to the 
next scene.

After that, frame scenes to “share the spotlight” around the table.  If someone hasn’t had some 
action for a while, check where they are on the map and frame the next scene there.

elisaBet and Ghida: Ghida’s study
Ghida has called Elisabet into her Study high above the Tower grounds.  The Archmagus has 

a stack of inventory reports, with discrepancies circled in red.  Many of the inventories are from 
Elisabet’s inquiries or stockrooms that her inquiries have been conducted in.

Ghida: how do you ask Elisabet about the discrepancies?

Elisabet: how do you respond?

End the scene as soon as both sides have made their position clear.  Then describe the whole 
Tower quaking as if struck like a gong.

Beulah and carles: initiates’ Quarters
Beulah and Carles are in the Initiates’ Quarters, getting ready for the day.  Everything rocks 

back and forth and the masonry groans.  Squib, the Archmagus’ pet flame elemental, manifests 
between the two of you with a knowing smirk on its face.  “There they are!” she hisses.  “This 
year’s sad excuse for next year’s magi.  The Tower’s under attack, children.  The wards have 
fallen.  Now’s your chance to prove to Ghida that you’re the better candidate.  Whoever’s the 
most heroic is sure to be named magus.”

Beulah, Carles: what do you do?

End the scene as soon as either of the initiates leaves to take action.  Ask one or both of them 
where they’re going and what they plan to do.  Then cut to…

iseMBard and roBin: the eternal archiVe
The Eternal Archive is going up in sudden flames.  Isembard is directing the few magi-librarians 

to beat back the fire and protect the most precious tomes.  Out of the flames leaps Robin 
Goodfellow, laughing and capering as your life’s work turns to smoke and ash.

Robin: what’s that mockery look and sound like?

Isembard: what do you do?
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Beulah NaBet, ProMisinG initiate

Beulah Nabet has been an initiate studying at the Eburnean Tower for six years.  She was sent 
here by her father, who she suspects simply wanted her and her sister Tecla out of the manor 
so he could easily remarry.  Regardless, she has applied herself to her studies and looked forward 
to becoming a full magus this year.

That was until Carles Baró arrived at the Tower, throwing his ridiculous inborn power around 
and dazzling everybody with his city fashion and bulging coin purse.  Beulah suspects he’s even 
sleeping with one of the instructors, Elisabet Sumar.

A week ago, Beulah ran into Isembard the historian as he was picking up a pile of spilled books.  
His hat fell off his head, revealing a pair of miniscule horns.  This marks him as a changeling, an 
interloper from the Faerie Court, which Beulah didn’t think much about until the Tower wards 
came crashing down and Puck invaded the Tower.  Could Isembard be the man inside?

arc: acadeMic
PrePare yoUrseLF: claim a Heat and mark a flux
imProVise: spend five flux to unlock a new element
sacriFice… yoUrseLF, yoUr dreams, or somebody eLse or their dream: 
buy a new arc

eleMents
dedicated: shift one point between dice when you keep at a task for more than a 
moment

oVerLooked: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
stUdent oF sorcery: shift one point between dice when you work spellcraft
enraged: reroll a die when opposing the current target of your anger
FoLLoWer: reroll a die when following orders
reckLess: claim two Heat instead of one for this element

tools
initiate’s simPLe robes

simPLe, short Wand oF iVory: (sorcery: white, simple)
the Forbidden scarLet codex oF agUstin PageUr: (sorcery: red) shift one 
point between dice when casting curses or casting through curses

sister’s broach Pin

a LittLe bit oF coin
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Carles Baró, PriVileGed initiate

The youngest scion of the legendary Baró warlock dynasty, Carles was born into a world of 
magic and ease.  The family bloodline bestows great arcane power, and for generations the Barós 
have ranked as the world’s foremost sorcerers… and have piled up a fortune in the process.

Carles spent a few years wandering the world and having a lark; the entire time his father 
insisted he instead study at the Eburnean Tower as everyone in the family has always done.  His 
threat to cut Carles off financially was what finally brought him here a year ago.

A few months ago, Carles seduced one of the magi, Elisabet Sumar.  There was a little drama 
with her former lover Kinnay; his offer to sleep with both of the women did not go over well.

But all this is about to end for Carles.  Archmagus Ghida is due to elevate one of the initiates 
to full magus by the end of the day.  The other potential magus is Beulah Nabet, a mousy little 
thing who should offer very little competition.

arc: Golden Boy
FLoUt Warnings and gUidance: claim a Heat and mark a flux
shoW oFF: spend five flux to unlock a new element
steP back to aLLoW others to shine: buy a new arc

eleMents
nobLeman: shift one point between dice when you call on your status in any conflict
gLory hoUnd: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
emPoWered bLood: reroll a die whenever you use sorcery
hero: shift one point between dice when you deal with people who you’ve helped
stUdent oF sorcery: shift one point between dice when you work spellcraft
resentFUL: claim two Heat instead of one for this element

tools
Fine robes

WarLock staFF oF the barós: (sorcery: snakes, lightning) shift one point between 
dice when your spell targets another human being

sLeek ebony Wand: (sorcery: quick)
goLd amULet With baró crest

Long-stemmed iVory PiPe

a good deaL oF coin and credit-marks
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elisaBet sumar, MaGus of inQuiry

Most magi aspire to a place in the Eburnean Tower; that isn’t enough for Elisabet Sumar.  After 
clawing her way to the top of the Tower’s research faction, Sumar became frustrated that her 
plans and inquiries were still stymied by Ghida and the other magi of the Tower.  She resolved 
to plunder the Tower for what she needed to create her own center for arcane studies.  If she 
left the Eburnean Tower a smoldering ruin behind her, so much the better.

She has stockpiled the Tower’s most valuable and exotic resources in her Arcanery.  If her plan 
is to succeed, those supplies must not be destroyed.

A few months ago, Elisabet started sleeping with Carles Baró, mostly because his family’s 
support could be valuable.  Her former lover, Kinnay, did not take this well.

Now the Tower has been invaded by a rogue fey sprite; where everyone sees a crisis, Elisabet 
sees an opportunity.  Her studies suggest that she can strip him of his power to imbue her 
own blood with fey enchantment.  The ritual can’t be performed alone, though.  She’ll need a 
conspirator.

With enchanted blood in her veins and the Eburnean treasures at her disposal, she can leave 
the Tower to fall in the ensuing chaos.

arc: schisMatic
FLatter: claim a Heat and mark a flux
betray: spend five flux to unlock a new element
Forge an aLLiance oF genUine trUst: buy a new arc

eleMents
ambitioUs: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
schismatic: reroll a die when plying another character to follow your lead
arcanist: shift one point between dice when working with hexes or charms
maniPULatiVe: reroll a die when attempting to convince another character to your way 
of thinking

obsessed: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
WitchbLoom addict: double the benefit of Witchbloom (see below); when 
dissipating drain, double the drain gained by rolling 1s

tools
instrUctor’s robes: shift one point between dice when counterspelling
beWitching amethyst amULet: (sorcery: purple, hearts, minds)
WiLLoW rod: (sorcery: motion, tears)
a PoUch stUFFed With WitchbLoom: when dissipating drain, dissipate one 
additional drain

esther VaLó’s stUdy oF the bLood

a WaLLet oF coin and credit-marks
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Ghida Bint humay, archMaGus

The Archmagus of the Eburnean Tower, Ghida has seen the Tower weather through many 
assaults and storms, and this jackanape faerie Robin Goodfellow is hardly the worst of them, in 
her veteran opinion.  This will all blow over.

More pressing on her mind today is her obligation to elevate one of the Tower’s initiates to 
the rank of full magus.  There are only two who might be worthy: Carles Baró, crackling with 
the power that is  legendary warlock family is known for, and Elisabet Sumar, the eldest of the 
Tower’s initiates.  The Tower only accepts one new magus each year, and the decision is hers 
to make.  Perhaps one of them will shine during this kerfuffle with Puck downstairs.

Of course, Puck can only be here for one reason: buried in the dungeons, encased in a warded 
cell, is Oberon, King of the Faeries. The Tower has been siphoning his power for nearly a 
century; this would have driven any mortal mind mad.  On the other hand, the fae can’t really be 
considered sane to begin with. Ghida has sworn to protect the Tower and its dignity, but never 
expected to have to choose between them.

arc: the center Will hold
deLegate necessary tasks: claim a Heat and mark a flux
berate UnderLings: spend five flux to unlock a new element
take action, hands-on: buy a new arc

eleMents
eLderLy: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
archmagUs: shift one point between dice whenever you use sorcery
headmistress: shift one point between dice whenever you give Eburnean magi orders
FocUsed: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
distrUstFUL: reroll a die when you are rolling against a character you do not trust
desPerate: reroll a die when you take a significant risk

tools
archmagUs robes: (sorcery: motion, binding)
the rod oF WhisPers: (sorcery: whispers) leave any scene in the Tower to return 
to your study (this does not allow you to avoid the results of die rolls such as charms or 
wounds)

FLameheart circLet: (sorcery: flame, passion, anger) instead of taking Drain yourself, 
you may inflict it on your flame familiar, Squib

PriVate Library: (sorcery: ritual)
toWer keys: (unique)
a smaLL chest oF coin and credit-marks
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isemBard, historian of sorcery

While Ghida is the Archmagus of the Tower, Isembard Auvergne is the eldest of the magi and 
the Tower’s historian.  While he appears to be in his seventies, he stopped counting the years 
after completing his first century.  While part of his longevity can rightly be ascribed to sorcery, 
the truth is that Isembard is not exactly human.  He is a changeling: a faerie placed in a human 
child’s cradle, with the miniscule horns under the brim of his hat to prove it.

However, Isembard has spent his entire life in the human world, and while most of it rejected 
him, the Eburnean Tower welcomed him and he came to call it home.  Now it is burning down 
around his ears.

Ghida is in denial of what the Tower and the world could lose.  Worse, that scheming Elisabet 
is distracting Ghida’s attention and resources to rescue her pet projects in the Arcanery.  The 
lore preserved in the Eternal Archive must be saved from destruction.

The culprit is Robin Goodfellow, who was once twice the demon he is today.  His power was 
stripped from him by Beatriu Baró, ancestor of the show-off initiate Carles Baró, and one of 
the lexicon-shades of the Tower.  Any spell can be reversed with research; if someone offered 
Goodfellow the restoration of his stolen power, he’d leave the Tower alone… 

arc: alexandrian
ask For orders or gUidance: claim a Heat and mark a flux
recoVer endangered Lore: spend five flux to unlock a new element
aLLoW Lore to be Lost: buy a new arc

eleMents
hUmbLe: claim two Heat instead of one for this element
honest: shift one point between dice when you are telling the unvarnished truth
Loremaster: reroll a die whenever you are recalling information regarding sorcerous 
practices, history, or law

mystic cartograPher: shift one point between dice when navigating the Eburnean 
Tower

desPerate: reroll a die when you take a significant risk
inhUman: claim two Heat instead of one for this element

tools
instrUctor’s robes: shift one point between dice when counterspelling
Long cyPress Wand: (sorcery: stone, roots)
ancient shiLLeLagh: (sorcery: the wild)
book satcheL

aUVergne Fisherman’s kniFe

a FeW coins
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roBiN Goodfellow, “Puck”
The Eburnean Tower has stood as a great insult to fae-kind for centuries, and now Robin 

Goodfellow is here to repay centuries of insult in a single night.

One of the eternal fae, Robin Goodfellow was once a powerful nature spirit until he ran 
afoul of the Eburnean magus Beatriu Baró.  Beatriu ripped away half of Goodfellow’s power and 
imbued it into her unborn child’s bloodline.  Robin was forced to take refuge in the court of his 
former rival, King Oberon, as his “puck,” and the Barós have been an arcanely fueled nuisance 
ever since.

Nearly a century ago, the Eburnean Tower then managed to capture Oberon.  If Robin wreaks 
enough havoc, Archmagus Ghida might consent to release Oberon… and the King’s gratitude 
would be inestimable.

Robin Goodfellow is, however, only one faerie, infiltrating a place inimical to his kind.  But if 
there is one thing that Robin Goodfellow knows, it is that humans are fractious and prone to 
betrayal.  Someone, perhaps more than one, would be willing to sell out their comrades…

arc: faerie Wrath
Wreak haVoc: claim a Heat and mark a flux
sWear a Pact With another character: spend five flux to unlock a new element
disdain the aLLUre oF PoWer: buy a new arc

eleMents
maLicioUs: reroll a die whenever you are harming another character or their property
insUbstantiaL: join any scene at any time
trickster sPirit: your charms require no dedicated tool; instead, anyone who grabs 
hold of you may cancel your charms

VioLent: reroll a die when you use motion against delicate things… like people
Pyromaniac: add the (fire sorcery) keyword to any sorcerous tool
LoyaL: shift one point between dice when fulfilling your pacts

tools
JaUnty caP

bone FLUte: (sorcery: music, bones, dance)
a Pocket FULL oF bUgs

tin cUP

righteoUs indignation: this emotion is never consumed when used for sorcery
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Beatriu Baró, lexicon-shade

Centuries ago, Beatriu Baró was a scheming young magus of the then-new Eburnean Tower.  
She tricked and captured Robin Goodfellow and then stripped him of half his life force, imbuing 
the blood of her progeny with the stolen arcane power.  She then proceeded to live a storied 
life as a prominent magus.

At the end of her life, she returned to the Eburnean Tower to become a lexicon-shade.  The 
spirits of any who die within the Tower are captured, preserving the bulk of their memories and 
some of their consciousness as a ghost that haunts the Tower for eternity.  The Tower has quite 
a collection of these lexicon-shades, which serve as a library of experts on the magi’s former 
realms of study.

Lexicon-shades are compelled to answer all questions put to them.  Their answers are always 
honest and complete to the knowledge of the lexicon-shade.  However, this hardly means that 
Beatriu can’t persuade, convince, or even act decisively.

Use Beatriu if Carles, Isembard, or Elisabet are in play.

Plan
Answer all questions with complete honesty.  Watch the Tower burn.

keeP carLes saFe: if Robin Goodfellow recognizes the power in Carles’ blood as his 
own stolen life-force, the Puck will know that he can steal it back.  He must be warned: 
stay away from Robin Goodfellow!

conFront PUck: you bested him once, and while you no longer have your sorcerous 
tools, you will still outwit him.  Even if you have to answer all his questions completely 
and truthfully.

discoUrage isembard: if Isembard (or anyone else) asks how to reverse the 
enchantment in the Baró bloodline, dissuade them by (truthfully) telling them that not 
only is the required ritual powered by spilling Baró blood on focused starlight, but it 
would unbalance that status quo throughout the Five Crowns.

statUs rePort: Beatriu can be used to give any of the magi a status report on the 
state of any portion of the Tower if anyone needs a little prompting.

eleMents
insUbstantiaL: join any scene
PerFect recaLL

magUs oF great renoWn: shift one point between dice when you perform or 
advise on spellcraft

tools
Translucent Baró-crested Gown
Tomb Diadem
emotion: Protective 
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KiNNay GreeN, sPurned loVer

Discarded by Elisabet Sumar, Kinnay Green is not taking her betrayal sitting down.  Originally 
from Qikkas, Kinnay had been a Tower outsider since her election to magus a few years ago.  
Her duties to the Tower primarily concerned the scut-work of maintaining its pacts and treaties 
with supernatural and mortal forces alike.

Elisabet was initially attracted by her access to the Tower’s rolls of allies and their respective 
asking prices.  Over the course of months, Elisabet wheedled privileged information from her 
eager-to-impress lover.  Once she had what she wanted, Elisabet dropped Kinnay like a cursed 
ring and took up with Carles Baró.

Kinnay was crushed, then angry.  She blamed Carles for “stealing” Elisabet, the rest of the 
Tower for lauding the foolish-but-powerful Baró, and after a little digging, even Elisabet for 
playing the Towers’ brand of politics too well.  She decided to make them all pay… by bringing 
down the wards that kept the Tower’s enemies at bay.  Last night, she destroyed the Green 
Ward Pylon, knowing that destruction would inevitably follow.

Use Kinnay Green if Elisabet or Carles is in play.  Otherwise introduce her dead body in one 
of Puck’s disasters.

Plan
Make Elisabet suffer, and make sure she knows you’re responsible.

conFront eLisabet: tell Elisabet that her plans are all destroyed, just like your heart.  
The Tower is going to fall and with it her plans for her own academy.  When she admits 
that things look bad or tries to get your help, laugh in her face and tell her that you’re 
behind it all, just to see the look of betrayal in her eyes.

mock carLes: make sure Carles knows that Elisabet was only sleeping with him for his 
family connections and wealth, not even his fabled arcane power.

bLab to ghida: tell Ghida that Elisabet has been stockpiling the Tower’s best goods, 
preparing to steal them all.  This will also implicate you, but it will be worth it!

eleMents
betrayed: reroll a die when you are confronting your betrayer
oUtsider: shift one point between dice when you try to avoid attention
red magUs: shift one point between dice when you perform sorcery of the Red 
School

tools
scarLet cLoak: (sorcery: red) shift one point between dice when you cast a charm
oaken Wand: (sorcery: force)
rUby bracers: (sorcery: fire) reroll a die when you extinguish flames
a modest PUrse oF coin and credit-marks
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marshemay white, caretaker

An elderly Qikkasau man, Marshemay has been the caretaker of the Eburnean Tower for his 
entire life.  Much of the Tower maintains itself through charms and other sorcery; Marshemay 
oversees these enchantments, occasionally playing referee between them when they overlap.  He 
also fills in the gaps, mopping floors of corridors that are not spelled clean and disposing of the 
trash heaps that sorcerous cleaning piles up in unobtrusive corners.

Over the years, he has developed a distaste for the magi, whom he sees as the biggest threat 
to this Tower he’s grown rather fond of.  He has long suspected that everything will collapse 
around their ears, and when the Tower is invaded, he sees his worst fears realized.  Marshemay 
has very little hope that the magi will be able to prevent everyone in the Tower from becoming 
lexicon-shades by the end of the night.

Use Marshemay White only if Elisabet, Isembard, or Ghida is in play.

Plan
Make sure everyone knows how hopeless the situation is.

the archiVe’s on Fire: report to Isembard and Ghida that the Eternal Archive is on 
fire; priceless and unique records are being destroyed right now.  Demand action.

the arcanery is FLooded: report to Elisabet and Ghida that the Arcanery is flooded, 
its experiments all disturbed, the notes blurring in the waters; the future of sorcery is 
literally going down the drain.  Demand action.

the dead are rising: report to anyone at all that the old Graveyard on the Tower’s 
grounds is vomiting up its dead, all of whom are advancing on the Tower… Demand 
action.

eleMents
cynicaL: reroll a die when you dismiss a course of action as foolish or useless
eLder: shift one point between dice when you call upon your age and experience as 
markers of wisdom

toWer caretaker: shift one point between dice when you reveal information about 
the Tower’s construction or operation

tools
caretakers’ breeches: reroll a die when avoiding harm from errant sorcery
maintenance JoUrnaL: shift one point between dice when you are locating 
something in the Tower’s storage

FLoPPy hat

trUsty moP
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oBeroN, kinG of the faerie court

One of the eternal faerie, Oberon is a powerful spirit trapped long ago by the Eburnean magi.  
He was once great enough to crush arrogant human kings on the open battlefield, to trick rival 
spirits like Robin Goodfellow into becoming his minions, and to hold sway over the dreams of 
humanity.  Now he is part power source, part trophy… and all angry.

Oberon’s hopes for escape come down to three: Robin Goodfellow, who has invaded the 
Tower and is wreaking havoc in his King’s name; Isembard Auvergne, who does not know he is 
Oberon’s son, sent into the mortal world to learn its secrets; and Walbert, the mortal child that 
Isembard replaced so many years ago, brought up in the timeless faerie court as a knight and 
now slavishly loyal to his King.  Between these three, Oberon stands a good chance of escaping 
his bonds tonight.

While Oberon is trapped in the dungeon, he is also connected to the Tower’s defenses.  As 
such, he can project his wavering image and voice into the location of any of the Tower’s wards.

Always use Oberon.

Plan
Get out, at any cost besides your regal dignity.

oFFer robin eVerything: you have treated Robin Goodfellow poorly, but he is still 
your vassal and he is still weak and hungry.  Offer him a place at your right hand and 
more power than he can imagine if he gets Ghida to free you.

reach oUt to isembard: your son’s sojourn in the mortal realms has been amusing, 
but it is over, now.  A whole world and kingdom awaits him if he’d just convince Ghida 
to free you.

PLay on initiates’ Weaknesses: the initiates might be convinced that your plight 
is unfair or your rewards are beyond reckoning; speak to them through the wards, 
get them to visit you in the dungeon, and convince them your freedom is in their best 
interest.

eleMents
king: shift one point between dice when you issue a command
Faerie: reroll any die when you act capriciously or unpredictably
boUnd: claim two Heat instead of one for this element

tools
emotion: Anger
emotion: Desperation
emotion: Disdain
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squiB, sPirit faMiliar

Ghida bound Squib, a flame elemental, to assist her in her sorcerous workings and provide 
insight and guidance into the spirit world.  The spark-sprite has performed the first half of that 
faithfully; the latter half not so much.  Squib’s temperament remains fiery: contrary, sarcastic, and 
occasionally even malicious.  Amusingly, Squib has come to enjoy her place at the side of the 
Archmagus, perhaps because that position affords her many opportunities for carnage.

One of Squib’s favorite past times is baiting the initiates.  In fact, one of the primary reasons 
the competition to be named a magus is so fierce is that she continually fans the flames.  Squib 
considers it a point of pride that in her time at the Eburnean Tower, six initiates have gotten 
themselves killed trying to outdo their competition.  Given the chaos in the Tower, either Carles 
or Beulah might become the seventh… or the seventh and eighth.

Use Squib if Beulah or Carles is in play.

Plan
Mock and deride the initiates’ hopes and dreams.  Mock and deride the magi’s efforts.

beLittLe carLes: tell Carles that the magi of the Tower don’t respect him, just his 
enchanted blood.  Convince him that he has to prove himself in some flashy, dangerous 
way.

deride beULah: prey on Beulah’s fears and insecurities; tell her that everyone loves 
Carles and remind her that the magi of the Tower forget her name.  Convince her that 
she has to prove herself in some flashy, dangerous way.

PLay scorekeePer: whenever Carles or Beulah do anything even marginally noteworthy, 
be sure to tell the other one so they know that they need to up the ante.

eleMents
Warm: shift one point between dice when you act sympathetic
inFLammatory: reroll a die when you incite a character to action
VicioUs: shift one point between dice when you insult another character

tools
nimbUs oF sParks: (sorcery: fire, passion) if this tool is denied or disarmed, it is 
automatically rearmed at the top of the next scene in which Squib appears

miniatUre rod oF WhisPers
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walBert, thrall in shininG arMor

The night after he was born, Walbert Auvergne was stolen from his crib and taken to the 
beautiful, savage, timeless, alien world of the faerie court.  He was made the cupbearer to King 
Oberon and won his admiration and respect.  So much did Oberon love the stolen child that he 
made him a knight of the Faerie Court.

Then Oberon was stolen from the Faerie Court by the presumptuous magi of the Eburnean 
Tower.  For years they held him behind their sorcerous walls, but today their wards have fallen.  
Oberon’s allies can storm the walls and free him.  Walbert is intent on being the one who frees 
Oberon, even if that means arranging an “accident” for that trickster, Puck.

Use Walbert if Isembard or Robin Goodfellow is in play.

Plan
Prove that you are Oberon’s greatest minion.

Find oberon: corner just about anyone and demand they tell you the location of 
Oberon.

betray PUck: convince Robin Goodfellow that you’re on his side, then trick him into 
the Red Ward or into Elisabet’s ritual.

threaten isembard: tell Isembard that you’re Oberon’s true son and he’s been 
forgotten, that there is nothing that he can do to take your place in Oberon’s favor.  
That he is Oberon’s son might be news to Isembard.

eleMents
LoyaL: shift one point between dice when fulfilling your pacts
heroic: reroll a die when taking great risks for someone else
athLetic: shift one point between dice when performing feats of strength, agility, or 
endurance

tools
FeybLade: (sorcery: the wild) reroll any die when defending yourself
mithriL shirt

diaPhanoUs cLoak: shift one point between dice when escaping harm
coin PUrse: any coins drawn from this purse turn to wooden nickels at the next dawn; 
additionally, this purse is never empty
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loCatioNs

alcheMists’ laB
Occupying half of one floor of the Tower, the alchemists’ lab most stunning feature is the 

bank of windows that stretch across the curved wall.  The windows all open despite the floor’s 
height, allowing for a good deal of ventilation.  In fact, there is usually a slight breeze in the room.

While the walls are lined with shelves wherever there are no windows, between the walls 
stretches a maze of counter tops and cabinets, many of which sport glassware bubbling with 
strange and colorful fluids.  The lab was in use when Robin Goodfellow invaded the Tower, and 
the magi here left their projects cooking away to report to Ghida for orders.

eleMents
aLchemy WorkshoP (d8)
dangeroUs sUbstances

maze oF coUnter toPs

Black Ward Pylon
Sitting in a small antechamber off of the dungeon, the Black Ward Pylon is a five-foot tall 

stone obelisk carved with ochre-stained runes.  There is no light in the room, and torches tend 
to dim and gutter upon entry.  There is also nothing else in the circular room, and the floor is 
both grooved and sloped toward the center such that if anything liquid were to be spilled, said 
liquid would be conducted straight to the pylon.

The Black Ward fuels the Eburnean Tower’s defenses by siphoning off the life-force of 
Oberon.  As the other Wards fire off their spells, mystic wounds lash open across Oberon’s 
body.  The faerie King’s skin quickly closes back up, a short wince in his eyes the only telltale of 
the very real pain inflicted.  If the Black Ward is simply dispelled, it will tear Oberon apart; this is 
why Robin must make Ghida deactivate it with the words of power only she knows.

eleMents
UnnatUraLLy dark

soUrceLess sighing

the bLack Ward (d8): Oberon can appear here.

central stair
This tall stone chamber boasts a massive spiral staircase that curls up towards skylights at its 

very top.  At the bottom, the stairs are wide enough for five adults to walk side-by-side, but as 
the stair rises it narrows.  At the top, climbers often have to duck into doorways to let others 
by.  The Central Stair reaches every floor of the Tower, and is therefore a major thoroughfare.  
Magi bustle up and down, hurrying to try and defend their home.

eleMents
stone stePs

thick coLUmns

a Long Way doWn
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the eternal archiVe
One of the Eburnean Tower’s greatest treasures, this library stretches far further than the 

geometry of the Tower’s architecture suggests it should.  Row upon row of bookshelves fill 
the space, most of them reaching over fifteen feet off the ground.  A few catwalks connect 
the uppermost levels, and a few shelves are bolted to the walls higher than any mortal can reach.

The Eternal Archive is also ablaze, with a number of magi desperately trying to fight the flames 
and rescue the books.  The fire is Robin Goodfellow’s doing, and so it leaps from shelf to shelf 
like a living thing.  A circle of magi occupy the Librarian’s Desk at the center of the Archive, 
making a desperate stand against the wall of flames.

eleMents
endLess booksheLVes

WheeLed Ladders

on Fire (d8)

foyer
The enormous entry foyer of the Eburnean Tower is designed to impress visitors, clients, and 

new initiates with its impossible grandeur.  The walls, floor, and ceiling are all faced with marble 
where they do not bear frescoes of magi performing great deeds.  A massive chandelier hovers 
in the center of the vast space with no means of support, its candles glowing in a rainbow of 
shifting colors.

The Central Stair rises up from the rear of the Foyer into the dizzying heights above.  It also 
descends into the dungeons, although this route is barred by an iron gate.

eleMents
Vast

stateLy

imPosing

the Gardens
Surrounding the Tower is a sprawling extravaganza of colorful greenery, all of it vibrant 

and blooming regardless of the weather, time of year, or proper latitude.  Wide lawns are 
interspersed with flower beds and hedges; gravel paths interconnect all of these, and a brook 
curls sinuously through it all.  The brook does not actually have a beginning or end, flowing 
constantly in a circle.  And while the gravel paths all appear welcoming and straightforward, they 
have a tendency to turn back on themselves in surprising ways.

eleMents
beaUtiFUL

Verdant

maze-Like
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Gatehouse
The wall that encircles the entire property seems to sweep organically into an imposing 

gatehouse that overlooks the Road of the Wise.  Its construction, like that of the Tower itself, is 
of smooth grey stone fitted together seamlessly without any need for mortar.  Any initiate will 
tell you that this is because it wasn’t built—it was simply conjured.  As such, the gatehouse is all 
but perfect, with a full range of vision over the Road of the Wise, the Gardens, the Graveyard, 
and the four other Green Ward towers.  The gatehouse bears its own Green Ward turret set 
into its interior wall.

eleMents
FortiFied (d8)
sheer stone

360° Vision

Ghida’s study
Nestled within a floating turret some fifty yards from the main tower, Ghida’s sanctum walls 

are perforated with windows showing a panorama of the surrounding countryside as well as the 
Tower itself.  At the center of the study is a broad, circular desk; shelves of books, scrolls, and 
miscellaneous bric-a-brac radiate out from the desk.  Any cursory glance into the books and 
scrolls is met with unintelligible scribbles; any written material in the study is magically encoded 
into Ghida’s personal cipher.

What might otherwise seem cluttered, however, is all in immaculate order; this is because the 
room itself is sapient.  Items left out of place will slowly slide toward their proper position, and 
violent invaders might find themselves tripping over footstools or tomes that weren’t there just 
a moment ago.  If the room gets particularly annoyed, they might find themselves tripping into 
a window and a very long fall.

The door into the Study from the Stone Gantry can be locked, but Ghida rarely bothers.

eleMents
encoded

hexed (d8): Ghida immediately knows what happens in her Study.
saPient

GraVeyard
For those who die within the Eburnean Tower, an eternity awaits them as a Lexicon-Shade.  

Other magi or servants of the Tower have died elsewhere and had their bodies delivered to the 
Tower for internment.  This has resulted in a sizable graveyard dating back centuries.

It also means that, when Robin Goodfellow raised the dead, there were a whole lot of 
skeletons in the ground ready to come up and rend the flesh of the living.

eleMents
ancient headstones

crisP, deWy grass

WaLking dead (d8)
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Great hall
What is normally the Tower’s dining room has been converted into the rally point for dealing 

with Robin Goodfellow’s invasion.  Magi run in and out of the Hall, shouting updates and demands 
at each other.  Every few minutes a group of four or five rush out to deal with a problem or 
arrive, a little worse for wear, from quashing another nuisance problem.

eleMents
massiVe tabLes

a score oF magi (d8)
serVants on hand

Green Ward Pylon
While there is only one Green Ward, it sits in five places along the outer wall.  Each of these 

placements is a small turret ten feet tall with a single, reinforced oak door that opens into the 
Tower grounds.  The lock on the doors has been burned off.  Anyone entering the turret and 
closing the door can open the door again to any of the other locations with nothing more than 
a thought.

The ward’s pylon has been toppled and shattered.  Once a series of river stones balanced in 
eight-foot-tall stack and glowing with a soft green light, the pylon stones are now scattered 
across the floor and dark.

When the Green Ward is active, it targets intruders for the rest of the Tower’s defenses.  It 
is itself a hex and casts hexes on those who cross the ward and are not invited.  If the Green 
Ward is reactivated, it will begin working again… but Puck is already inside, and will not be 
hexed automatically.

eleMents
exPosed

magic Lanterns

broken Ward: Oberon can appear here.

Grey Ward Pylon
At the peak of the catwalks that crisscross the Eternal Archive is a trapdoor leading into this 

unassuming chamber.  No more than ten feet on a side, the empty stone chamber bears smooth, 
windowless walls and dust-choked air.  In the center of the room is a collection of glimmering 
metal rods chained together to stand upright: the Grey Ward.

The Grey Ward acts as the brain of the Tower’s defenses, storing both the list of the Tower’s 
invitees and the charms that are inflicted on hexed infiltrators.  Anyone hexed and cursed by the 
Green and Red Wards, respectively, will quickly become Exhausted, Terrified, Gullible, or worse.  
The books and scrolls in the Archive serve as the charms’ tool foci; finding the single book 
responsible for a given charm is nigh-impossible without sorcery.

eleMents
dUsty

chained

grey Ward (d8): Oberon can appear here.
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initiates’ Quarters
While full magi have their own chambers, the initiates are housed in one big common room 

near the top of the Tower.  As it hosts everything from ten-year-olds with promise to middle-
aged aspirants, it can be something of a chaotic mess.  Now that Robin Goodfellow has arrived, 
it’s even worse.  Most of the initiates have been sent up here so that they won’t be underfoot 
as the magi defend the Tower.  The huddled initiates are scared and desperate… and too many 
of them think they ought to be magi already.

eleMents
cramPed

scattered FUrnitUre

scared initiates

oBserVatory
The top floor of the Eburnean Tower is entirely taken up by a mammoth telescope set on 

a rotating platform.  There is no window or aperture in the ceiling to allow the telescope to 
function; rather, the walls are charmed to turn transparent with a simple word of command, 
“Starglass,” which all magi know (and is an open secret amongst the rest of the Tower’s 
inhabitants).

Given that it’s the top floor, very little is lugged up here for storage, giving the room a rather 
empty feel.  A rail wraps itself around the top of the Central Stair, and a handful of desks and 
charting equipment sit off to one side.  The lack of traffic here often makes it the site of illicit 
meetings.

eleMents
hUshed

oPen sPace

grand teLescoPe

red Ward Pylon
Hanging beneath the floating turret that houses Ghida’s Study, the Red Ward is a crystal spire 

pointing directly down.  A stone catwalk encircles the crystal and offers the scant protection of 
a thin metal rail around its outer perimeter, but the rest is open to the sky.  Two metal ladders 
afford access to Ghida’s Study.

The Red Ward is the element of the Tower’s defenses which curses infiltrators.  Normally, this 
occurs when they are hexed by the Green Ward, but if an infiltrator approaches the Red Ward, 
the result will be the same.  Robin Goodfellow can recognize the Red Ward’s aura with a simple 
spellcraft contest long before he is within range.

Anyone at the Red Ward Pylon may cast spells on cursed infiltrators as if they had cursed the 
target themselves.

eleMents
catWaLk

oPen sky

red Ward (d8): Oberon can appear here.
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the road of the Wise
Composed of a sheer, continuous face of basalt, this black road winds around the surrounding 

hills towards Villa Argentate and the rest of civilization.  Beyond the grounds of the Eburnean 
Tower, this road and its travellers are unaffected by its defenses.  The hills are infested with 
lesser faerie, fearful of crossing the dead wards but perfectly happy to set upon hapless refugees.

eleMents
PerFectLy FLat

sUrroUnded by hiLLs

Faerie inFested (d8)

stone Gantry
This is a two-foot-wide bridge of stone that connects the main Tower to the floating turret 

that houses Ghida’s Study and the Red Ward Pylon.  There is no railing.  There is a lot of empty 
air.

eleMents
narroW

hard

PreciPitoUs FaLL (d8)

suMar’s arcanery
The Arcanery is a split-level room, with a stone observation deck ringing the walls and the 

inquiry floor four feet lower.  This central area is flooded about waist-high with water tinged 
a number of unnatural colors.  Across the surface floats wet parchment, vials with still bubbling 
contents, and other detritus. Occasionally a small explosion bursts through the surface or a 
vortex whirls across the murk.

Floating amongst the bric-a-brac is a tall blue wardrobe.  This is the entrance to Elisabet’s 
tesseract, and will be detected by any spells looking for something strange.  The wardrobe is 
hexed by Elisabet.

eleMents
FLooded 
cLUttered

PrecarioUs arcane exPeriments (d8)
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tesseract interior
This space is significantly larger than the blue wardrobe that serves as its entry; the tesseract 

exists outside of the moral plane, in a little bubble of space created by Elisabet Sumar.  The 
interior stretches off into a hazy grey horizon that always appears about twenty feet away, 
although walking in any straight line will eventually return the explorer back to her point of origin.  
In any case, it is here, on racks and shelves composed of a featureless material, that Elisabet has 
stored all of the materials that she has stolen from the Eburnean Tower.

The Tesseract can be destabilized with sorcery; if this occurs, it will slowly collapse towards 
the entryway, crushing and destroying everything inside.

eleMents
bigger on the inside

VertiginoUs

ridicULoUsLy WeLL stocked (d8)

toWer dunGeon
At the root of the Eburnean Tower is a modest-sized dungeon with a handful of cells.  As one 

might expect, the dungeon is ill-lit and has poor air circulation, but a handful of scented torches 
dispel most of the dark and dank.

In the north cell, sitting on a simple stool, is the elegant figure of King Oberon.  Around said 
stool is a hoop of iron set into the stone floor, and the bars that compose his cell are decorated 
with arcane pendants that keep him secure.  Each of these can be deactivated from the outside, 
giving Oberon some measure of freedom. However, if he moves too far from the Black Ward 
next door—beyond the Foyer—he will be torn apart.

eleMents
dark

dank

thrUmming With PoWer (d8)
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